The semileptonic decay of spin-l/2 baryons is examined in the spectator quarkmodel, with special attention given to Ab + A,ev and nb + &ev. The polarization of the virtual-W and of the daughter baryon is also considered, along with the joint angular distribution between the charged lepton and the daughter baryon polarization vector. The Ab decays with about equal mixtures of transverse-to longitudinal-W polarization while the fib decays with predominately longitudinal-W polarization. These reactions are representative of two qualitatively different classes: decays involving baryons whose spectators are spin-singlets and those whose spectators are spin-triplets.
Introduction
There has been much effort lately in calculating semileptonic decays of mesons.
Eventually one hopes to extract the KM-mixing angles and probe the quark structure of hadrons. The quark model has been reasonably successful in describing both inclusiverg and exclusive processes. 2-5 These calculations agree quite well for decays like D+ + IC'e+I/, and B + D*e+v, and they even predict the correct longitudinal to transverse D* ratio. If these calculations are in fact reliable, and give accurate values for the form factors, then Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements may be extracted. This has inspired several attempts to re-examine the quark model and the underlying assumptions involved in the calculations. '-' Although ad hoc adjustments of form factors can be made to fit the data,l' there is no compelling theoretical motivation for doing this.
In many of the models considered, a nonrelativistic approach was adopted. While this could be justified for heavy quarks, it is dubious for the light spectators. It is important to know whether the failure of the quark model might simply be relativistic effects that have not been considered, or something more fundamental. It is a little puzzling, however, if the failure is just due to relativistic effects. The li" system is less relativistic than the I< system, so naively one should expect even better agreement with experiment for D --+ JC*ee+Y, than for D -+ ICe+v. However, there is an important difference-D --+ lC*e+v, involves a quark-spin flip while D -+ ICe+v, does not-and this might be enough to substantially change the wave function from the naive quark model form.
It is important to study other hadronic systems and see how the quark model fares.
The strongly stable baryons are ideal for this, and data should soon be available. In this paper I give special attention to the semileptonic decays of A, and C12, for Q = b, c.
For completeness I also present results for C, and E*. The angular distribution of the charged lepton and the polarization of the virtual W is examined. I also give the joint angular distribution between the charged lepton and the daughter baryon polarization vector. This should provide enough information to determine the helicity form factors independently, which may indicate where the quark model might be breaking down, if in fact it does.
Kinematics
This paper examines exclusive semi-leptonic decays of spin-l/2 baryons and in particular -the angular distribution of the charged lepton, which I take to be a massless electron. Much of this section is a standard exercise; it is presented elsewhere11,12j10 and is repeated here for completeness and to establish notation. The semileptonic decay of a heavy quark Q into a lighter quark q and a virtual W, which becomes a charged lepton and neutrino.
with VQ~ being the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element appropriate to the Q -+ q transition and where the product is over all final-state momenta. I am using a somewhat redundant notation where M,(m,t) refers to the parent (daughter) baryon of mass M(m) and spin component s(s'). The parent has four-momentum P, the daughter k, the e and v have p and p' respectively. The virtual W carries four-momentum q = p + p'. It should be kept in mind that the spin-quantization axes for the parent and daughter baryons are not necessarily chosen the same.
The leptonic and hadronic currents are given by
If the final state leptons are e+v instead, the order of the spinors in the lepton current must be changed. The hadronic current can be constructed from Lorentz invariant form factors and the four-vectors of the problem. Writing Jiad = VP -AC", I define
where q2 = (P -k)2 and uM (urn) is the spinor associated with the parent (daughter) baryon and spin labels have been suppressed. It is convenient to use dimensionless kinematic variables y = q2/M2 and z = P . p/M', scaling to the parent baryon mass.
Neglecting the mass of the electron, the kinematically allowed limits of y are from 0 to
In the parent rest frame I denote quantities by a tilde, and reserve the notation Ee, Em, etc., without the tilde, for quantities in the ei;/ center-of-mass frame (eo frame)
where the amplitude will turn out to have a simple angular dependence. Let -k define the direction of the positive z axis and let 0, be the angle of the electron relative to this axis in-the es frame, with the y axis oriented perpendicular to the decay plane defined by the-m, e, and v momenta, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) (note that k and k are anti-parallel).
In the eC frame the natural variables are the electron energy, E,=E,=+ The Feynman amplitude is Lorentz invariant and it is convenient to split the phase space into Lorentz-invariant pieces so that it takes a particularly simple form: 17) where d& is the solid angle of the electron in the efi frame and dfi, is the solid angle of the final baryon in the parent rest frame. This gives the differential decay rate:
where the-baryon spin dependence is emphasized.
The amplitude in the eC frame becomes, after summing over electron and neutrino and for a massless electron the only non-zero components of the lepton tensor are spatial:
where 7 = +l for efi and 77 = -1 for e+v final lepton states and 6 is a unit vector along the charged-lepton direction in the es frame.
It is useful to expand the spatial components of the hadronic current in terms of a helicity basis (effectively that of the virtual W): with k = -keo, and k given by Eq. (2.12). Explicitly, H(s'S) = V("') -A(s'S) givesI H(f*) = -fi h, eri4'12 sin $ $0 f fi H* eki$*i2 cos g 6% ) (2.27)
where and a (l~q cos 0,)2 electron distribution. Now all that remains is to calculate the Lorentzinvariant form factors in some model. This is addressed in the next section.
Form Factors
The basic idea is to use the nonrelativistic quark model to mock up the baryon states. The hadronic current is then calculated assuming the two light quarks are just spectators, so the weak hadronic current acts only on the heavy quarks with the usual V -A form. The quark-model current is then compared with the parameterized current given by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) to obtain the form factors at maximum q2 (in which the daughter is at rest frame in the parent rest-frame). A pole dominance model is then used to extend the q2 behavior. This approach is taken in Ref. 4 and I adopt it here.
The vector and axial vector currents (2.6) and (2.7) are now evaluated in the parent rest frame. Since comparison with the quark-model currents will be made near maximum q2, the nonrelativistic form of the spinors is used and only leading order in the daughter momentum is kept. A short calculation gives: The current is now evaluated at the quark level. The parent baryon contains a heavy quark Q and two light quarks, which I simply refer to as u-quarks. Isospin and other flavor labels for the light di-quark system will usually be suppressed. The heavy quark has momentum ps and the two lighter quarks have momentum p1 and pZ.
While technically incorrect, a nonrelativistic approximation for the light di-quarks is reasonable since they are only spectators. The normalized parent baryon state vector is IM(P,s)) = d@ J d3pn d31 &(~n, 9 c x:1s2sB
x Iu(P&; 4~4; Q(P,,s,)) ,
where plz is the relative momentum of the two light quarks and 1 is the relative momentum of Q and the light quark's center-of-mass, as shown in Fig. 3 . The quark momenta in Eq. (3.5) are related to the integration variables and the baryon momentum by with the ordering Is~s~sQ). Note that xfl, and x,",, are symmetric and antisymmetric under spectator-quark interchanges, respectively.
To find the hadronic quark-model current, the current operator JLad (0) In the derivation of Eqs. (3.25) and (3.26), the di-quark spectators give delta functions of quark momenta, and the (my/k)3 f ac or is simply the Jacobian that converts t an integration over the relative momenta pi, and 1' to an integration over di-quark momenta for the daughter baryon. In the approximations below I drop the (m,,/ti)k term in Eq. (3.22), and this induces an ambiguity in this Jacobian factor. If the relative momenta-of the daughter were integrated over in Eq. (3.25), rather than the parent, there would be a factor of (mQ/k)3 instead. In the spectator model the di-quark masses should not effect the rate, so I take them light enough to neglect these factors. This can be better justified by considering an elastic vector interaction, such as electromagnetism. The Ward identity gives the correct normalization of the vector form factor at zero recoil. Considering a baryon with only one electrically charged heavy quark and using the state normalization given in Eq. (3.5), th e f orm factor normalization must be g(y,,,) = dm, and the (mq/11;L)3 f ac or should in fact be dropped, and I adopt the t same prescription for weak transition currents below.
To find the quark-model currents, I use the nonrelativistic form of the spinors in iis's = m NmM xi, [@I 4s , a+ -a-= 0 .
(3.46)
It should be emphasized that Eq. (3.46) only represents a best guess, since in going to second order in the daughter momentum there are relativistic corrections I have ignored.
Finally, using Eqs. (3.42) and (3.46), ii&=-,/$ (g-1) JN, , . (3.47) Note that in the infinite quark-mass limit, this second order calculation gives ah = 0.
This is in agreement with Ref. 16 for decays in which < = 1. Furthermore, this result suggests that ah remain small even for decays in which [ f 1, although gk may become large for such decays.
In summary, the form factors at the maximum q2 end-point are:
(3.48) (3.49) (3.50) (3.51) -
Again it should be emphasized that Eq. (3.51) re p resents only a best guess, and I will at times continue to keep si+ a free parameter. Also, recall that none of these caveats apply for transverse-W rates, which are independent of a+. The transverse rate is independent of a+, and Fig. 7 illustrates the sensitivity of the longitudinal width across the Dalitz plot for a range of a+. Note that the sensitivity is greatest for lower values of y = q2/A4 2. This is because the kinematic factor Ii' in Eq. (2.15) vanishes at maximum q2, which washes out all dependence on a+. Tables II and III Note that for baryons whose spin is carried by the heavy quark (f = l), the long tudinal polarization is from one to two times greater than the transverse polarization- The T* signify f W-helicity, and the second order prediction of 2+ = -0.08, was used. In this and the following figure, T+ is given by a dash-dotted line and T-by a dashdouble-dotted line.
W is predominately longitudinal, but much more so for positive helicity daughters. In both cases, s' = + (s' = -) polarized daughters are never seen with negative (positive) helicity Ws. Table IV gives a summary of other processes for polarized daughter states. The two processes represented in the figures are the most experimentally relevant. For example, the splitting between Cb and hb is probably greater than a pion mass, so semileptonic Eb decay has much too small a branching ratio to be measured. 
